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numerous trade visitors and the press in 
one afternoon. Here too, the motto is 
that it is not the size of the fair stand 
that counts, but the success of the per-
ception of third parties. Involvement 
in the current theme of reducing CO2 
emissions has already resulted in nu-
merous enquiries regarding participati-
on in symposiums and publications. 

Also targeted for the year 2011 are the 
BME Purchasing and Logistics Symposi-
um in Berlin, the Logitrans trade fair in 
Istanbul and the Print-Media Congress 
in Mannheim as further platforms upon 
which to present the CargoFamily.

These involvements are economically 
justifiable and guarantee the conti-
nuous presence of VTL in the freight 
forwarding and logistics branch, as well 
as first appearances at events of the 
sectors that ship goods. This will result 
in perspectives for the development of 
the network and the name VTL will de-
velop into a brand beyond the logistics 
sector itself.

The increase in awareness will lead to 
an expansion in the business activities 
of VTL and the anchoring of the VTL 
brand in the awareness of potential 
customers. All VTL system partners will 
in turn benefit from this.

With kind regards,

Yours, Andreas Jäschke

Business Manager
VTL Vernetzte-Transport-Logistik GmbH
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Level of awareness and image 
are success factors
The decisions of shippers are frequently 
oriented towards price and quality. This 
is why the transport sector often focuses 
solely on pure sales, whilst companies 
from the trading and production sec-
tors use large marketing departments 
to work permanently on raising their 
level of awareness and optimising their 
image. However, the goal should be to 
establish customer contacts in order to 
raise the image and the level of awa-
reness of the company – to create per-
spectives for successful development of 
the company. And where is this better 
achieved than at trade fairs and trade 
conferences?

VTL has resolved to change its fair pre-
sence for 2011. Instead of taking part 
in just one major event, in 2011 VTL will 
be present at numerous regional confe-
rences and anticipates that the contact 
to the customer will be considerably 
more intensive at these smaller events. 
The objective here is to make appearan-
ces at selected events. The “Green Logi-
stics“ project presents the opportunity 
to participate in the stand of Heilbronn 
University and Logistiknetzwerk Baden-
Württemberg at the transport logistic in 
Munich, where VTL will present its own 
Network Carbon Footprint (NCF) on 10 
May. Through this involvement VTL will 
receive the concentrated attention of 
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Green Logistics at VTL

VTL has finally been able to 
determine its Network Car-
bon Footprint – or NCF for 
short – in collaboration with 
the Heilbronn University 
Institute for Sustainability in 
Transportation and Logistics 
(INVL) over a period of 10 
months.

Project stages:

August 2010: The “Green Logistics” pro-
ject is kick-started during a dedicated 
event held in Fulda at which 10 VTL part-
ners commit to actively supporting the 
project by acting as reference depots.

September 2010: Prof. Dr. Dirk Lohre 
from INVL presents VTL with example 
NCF calculations and the participating 
VTL partners jointly decide on the kind 
of data to collect. 

By the end of April 2011, half of VTL’s 
partners have responded, the survey data 
has been summarized and evaluated, 
and the results of the Network Carbon 
Footprint (NCF) will be presented at the 
Transport Logistic 2011 in Munich, on 
10th May at 4 pm in Hall B3/Stand 318. 
VTL will be taking part in the Transport 
Logistic 2011 as a guest of and share the 
stand of Heilbronn University and the 
Baden-Württemberg Logistic Network.

We would again like to express our since-
rest thanks to all of our VTL partners for 
their participation and the participants 
of the working group “Green Logistics”, 
as well as Prof. Dr. Lohre and his team in 
particular.

Green Logistics in the 

VTL cargo system

November 2010: The reference depots 
meet again to discuss how to collect 
data concerning local transportation, 
stationary processes and administration 
in the depots. The analysis of the data 
collected for VTL’s main logistics proces-
ses and for the main depot in Fulda is 
already analysed.

At the beginning of February 2011, the 
working group meets again for what is 
likely to be the last time to present and 
check the plausibility of the data it has 
collected. During this meeting, all of the 
questions on the Carbon Footprint data 
questionnaire are intensely scrutinized 
and discussed again. The questionnaire 
is given a final review and then distribu-
ted to all VTL partners at the beginning 
of March. 

Participants of the working group 
“Green Logistics” 

Thomas Rödiger - Kontinent Spedition
Arno Boll - Kraftverkehr Emsland
Michael Abele - Ludwig Häberle Logistik
Marie Suermann - Jos. Rux Spedition
Jens Schreiber - Richard Müller
Matthias Rux -  Jos. Rux Spedition 
Ruben Gotthardt - INVL
Janine Breuer - Hintzen Logistik
J. Niemschwitz - Kraftverkehr Emsland
Christiane Fink - VTL
Peer Helbig - Gericke
Wiebke Röhrich - Loxx Logistik & Spedition
Lothar Klatt - Spedition Hoss
Prof. Dr. Dirk Lohre - INVL
(from left to right)

Further VTL 
presentation dates
24 May 2011 
Sponsoring of the DVZ Forum Green 
Logistics, Hamburg

08 June 2011 
Lecture on the topic “Green Logistics“ 
at the meeting of the Transport and 
Logistics Association (SLV), Eschborn
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Barth realises 
environmentally-friendly logistics

Barth Logistikgruppe satisfies custo-
mer requirements of quality, ecology 
and environmental awareness. When 
the group built its new pharmaceutical 
logistics centre in 2008, it chose Um-
kirch, near Freiburg, due to the good 
infrastructure with transport links to 
the A5.

A positive energy balance

Barth invested 4.5 million euros in the 
ecological and environmentally-friendly 
solution: the 15-metre-high building 
measuring 111 x 41 metres is heated 
and cooled via groundwater removal 
and a heat pump. 12 km of water pipes 
in the floor transport the heated/cooled 
air to the building. And 800 solar modu-
les installed on the roof provide enough 

electricity to power the entire logistics 
centre.

As with the planning of the building, 
the Barth Group also targets flexible 
and effective processes for its logistics: 
goods are scanned in voucherless form 
on 12,000 pallet positions in the two 
halls, where they are brought in and 
out with modern shelf operation equip-
ment.

“Green Logistics“ - the the-
me of the fair presentation

The theme of environmentally-friendly 
“Green Logistics“ was in focus at the 
Logimat, held in Stuttgart from 08-10 
February. In addition to certification to 

barth Spedition GmbH
Gammertinger Straße 36-40
D - 72393 Burladingen 
Phone: +49 7475 891-0
E-Mail: contact@barth.eu
www.barth.eu

Women World Championship Lottery
Send your answer to: 
gewinnspiel@vtl.de

Deadline: 
31 May 2011

Announcement of winners: 
06 June 2011 on www.vtl.de 

All rights reserved. Employees of the VTL 
Vernetzte-Transport-Logistik GmbH may not 
participate.

DIN EN ISO 14001, Barth recently ac-
quired organic certification as per the 
EU eco directive. With over 100 con-
tacts during three days at the fair, Hel-
mut Barth is highly satisfied with the 
response.

Barth Spedition

Founded in 1948, the Burladingen-
based company now generates annu-
al turnover of 55 million euros with a 
workforce of around 560.

Barth maintains ten freight forwarding 
subsidiaries and six logistics centres 
at various locations in Germany and 
France.

VTL will raffle off three attractive pri-
zes for soccer fans on the occasion of 
the Women World Championship in 
Germany.

First prize is the participation of 
2 persons in an event during the 
Soccer World Championship. Se-
cond prize is the official ball of 
the Championship and third pri-
ze is clothing amounting to 50.- € 
from the DFB fan shop. 

The question is:  
When did the German goalkeeper 
Nadine Angerer make her debut in 
the German national team? 

 A - 2008  
 B - 2007
 C - 1996  
 D - 2000

Helmut Barth, Managing Director
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The use of strip windows and domes 
means that the building manages al-
most entirely without electric lighting. 
Energy saving lamps are only employed 
for illumination during the night hours.

In recognition of these voluntary envi-
ronmental protection measures Garbe 
has been awarded the distinction of 
“Environmental Partnership“ by the City 
of Hamburg (Urban Development and 
Environment Office).

As alliance of the Senate with Hamburg 
businesses, the Environmental Partner-
ship has been promoting sustainable 
and resource-efficient business since 
2003.
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VTL freight forwarder is environmen-
tal partner of the City of Hamburg

Nils Heidenreich, Logistics Manager

Climate and environmental protection 
are becoming increasingly anchored in 
the thoughts of private and business 
customers, as well as employees. De-
monstrating corporate responsibility is 
consequently a growing success factor, 
which is why Garbe Transport GmbH, 
as a future-oriented company, feels the 
need to conduct its operations in kee-
ping with the latest environmental con-
siderations. In the belief that everyone 
should bear responsibility for environ-
mental protection, also with regard to 
future generations.

Distinguished: Euro 5. 
Photovoltaics. Geothermics. 

With over 100 trucks of its own, the 
Garbe fleet therefore comprises vehic-
les that fulfil the strict Euro 5 emissions 
standard.

The logistics facility, too, has been plan-
ned and built to take account of the la-
test environmental technology findings: 

a photovoltaic unit on the roof of the 
building utilises 1,200 m² photovoltaic 
cells to generate electricity. The volume 
generated covers more than own requi-
rements, surplus production is fed into 
the public electricity grid in Hamburg. 
In total, approximately 110,000 KWh 
of environmentally-friendly electricity 
is produced every year. Also mounted 
on the roof, solar collectors ensure the 
environmentally-friendly supply of hot 
water.

The entire logistics facility is heated via 
a geothermic system. To achieve this, in 
the construction of the facility 10 pro-
bes were drilled around 70 meters into 
the earth, with these now producing 
heating output of 45 KW in conjunction 
with 2 pumps. An extension is currently 
under construction with a round 4,000 
m² of extra warehouse space and a truck 
workshop; in future this will be heated 
with a modern combined heat and pow-
er plant (CHP), which will also generate 
electricity at the same time. The CHP will 
enable savings of 16.4 tonnes of CO2.

Fahning Spedition GmbH
A company of Garbe 
Transport GmbH
Liebigstraße 103
D - 22113 Hamburg
Phone: +49 40 736 06 335
E-Mail:  nh@garbetransport.de
www.garbetransport.de



The recently concluded partnership 
with Eurogroup SA is evidence of van 
Duuren‘s ongoing drive to expand and 
extend its European network.

Eurogroup SA is part of Orphee Beino-
glou, a family company founded in 1923 
that is still controlled by the Beinoglou 
family. With its main branch in Elefsi-
na and further branches in Patras, Ma-
goula and on Cyprus, the company is 
the number 1 provider of logistics ser-
vices and transport in Greece. And it 
numbers renowned companies such as 
Siemens, Johnson & Johnson, HP and 
L‘Oréal amongst its customers.

CEO Jeroen van Duuren on the new 
partnership: “We are always looking out 
for partners with the same demands of 
quality service and customer orientati-
on. Eurogroup SA is such a company.”

Van Duuren is beginning a scheduled 
service to Greece, heading to the depot 
in Elefsina each Friday. Using this as a 
basis, the whole of Greece - also inclu-
ding the Greek islands and Cyprus - are 
to be included in the distribution area.  
„I am delighted that Lucas Bols, the 
Dutch liqueur manufacturer, is trans-
porting its products to Greece with our 
new service“, says van Duuren.
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Wherever you want, 
we’ll bring it there!…

Van Duuren 
has new 
partner in 
Greece

Transfreight AG – 
A success story
The success story of Basel-based Trans-
freight AG began in July 1980. In the 
space of 30 years the owner-managed 
company established itself on the mar-
ket through the consistent expansion 
of its national and international trans-
port and logistics business. Core com-
petencies include worldwide air and 
sea freight activities and European land 
transport. The capable network, over 30 
expert and motivated employees and 
many years of partnership-based custo-
mer relations, form the foundation of 
this success.

“The international networks and strong 
partnerships enable us to provide our 
customers with our comprehensive 
services all around the globe“, declare 
managing directors Andres Epting and 
Attila Francz, as the explanation of the 
success of Transfreight AG.

Great logistics! On the roads, 
on rails, by water and in the 
air. Everywhere, from any 
place – worldwide.

The company began over 30 years ago 
with a single truck route from Basel to 
Göttingen and back. Today, Transfreight 
AG transports general cargo to 176 
target destinations in Europe via direct 
and system shipping. Key routes inclu-
de the daily lines from and to Germany, 
Benelux and Italy, as well as the direct 
connections from and to the sea ports 
of Antwerp, Rotterdam, Hamburg and 
Bremen.

In the changing, globalised markets 
Transfreight has made a name for itself 
as a capable partner for shippers, incre-
asingly also providing comprehensive 
warehouse and logistics services for its 
customers.

Transfreight AG
Leimgrubenweg 6
CH - 4023 Basel
Phone: +41 61 337 22 22
E-Mail: francz.attila@transfreight.ch 
E-Mail: epting.andres@transfreight.ch
www.transfreight.ch

Wherever you want...

Further information:
Jereon van Duuren, CEO 

Van Duuren Districenters B.V.
Stuartweg 8a
NL - 4131 NJ Vianen
Phone: +31 347 357 001
E-Mail:  jeroen@vanduuren.nl
www.vanduuren.comAttila Francz, Director  

Andres Epting, CEO
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Belog trains children that are otherwise 
difficult to place
Founded in 2000, since 2010 Belog Bes-
te Logistik GmbH has been collaborating 
with the Arbeitsagentur Rostock (em-
ployment agency) and IBRo Bildungsin-
stitut (training institution) in the training 
of young people that are otherwise dif-
ficult to place, as well as the vocational 
reintegration of employees.

This was made possible as the result 
of a move to new company premises 
in Rostock in December 2010. Because 
here Belog, which specialises in conso-
lidated cargo (short distance) as well 
as warehousing and order picking, has 
been able to create its own training cen-
tre directly adjacent to the warehouses. 
At the same time, the „Best Logistics“ 
company has also managed to expand 
its business field to include fashion and 
food logistics, with the vehicle fleet ex-
tended correspondingly. The personnel 
structure also had to be adapted to sa-
tisfy all customer requirements.

In the course of this expansion and the 
necessary restructuring Belog drew up 
plans with partners Arbeitsagentur Ros-
tock and IBRo Bildungsinstitut GmbH to 
give employees otherwise hard to place 
a chance of reintegration in the employ-
ment market. For example, a homeless 
young man was hired as a warehouse 
worker and the problem of housing was 
resolved with the aid of housing associ-
ation WIRO (Wohnen in Rostock Woh-
nungsgesellschaft GmbH).

Young people otherwise difficult to find 
placements for are offered the oppor-
tunity to train as warehouse assistants, 
with each of these trainees having the 
opportunity to obtain their fork-lift li-
cence. In addition, in the scope of Belog 
project days the comprehensive tasks of 
a warehouse assistant or warehouse lo-
gistics specialist are presented, together 
with the necessary technical equipment 
required for this. The individual tasks are 
addressed in a practically-oriented man-

ner. This offer is also utilised by other 
training bodies to provide a decision-
making aid for young people in their vo-
cational preparation year.

Oldrich Krohn, Managing Director 

Associates of the 
VTL system center

Tanja Reinmöller (22 years old)

At VTL since March 2010 
Employee at HUB co-ordination

Personal interests: “In my free time I 
like to cycle and rollerblade, as well as 
spending time with my friends.“ 

Petra Enders (50 years old)

At VTL since November 2009
Financial accounting/clearing

Personal interests: “In my free time I 
enjoy hiking and also read a lot. In ad-
dition, I go bowling with friends, lead 
a small choir and in the winter months 
I play cards.“

Further information:
Oldrich Krohn, Managing Director 

Belog Beste Logistik GmbH
Petersdorfer Straße 10
D – 18147 Rostock
Phone: +49 381 877 3642-0
E-Mail:
o.krohn@belog-beste-logistik.de
www.belog-beste-logistik.de
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We are in Europe. For you.

Emons Spedition GmbH
D – 39343 Uhrsleben
Phone: +49 39052 904-0
Site three of the Emons subsidiaries - over 40 
throughout Europe and 27 in Germany - now 
part of the VTL network. 40 vehicles, 4,000 m² 
warehouse and transhipment hall with 60 gates. 
72 employees and trainees.
www.emons.de 

Gebr. Sauels GmbH & Co. KG
D – 41334 Nettetal
Phone: +49 215 81935-0
85 employees, 35 vehicles. 2,200 m² tranship-
ment area, 8,000 m² for warehouse logistics.
www.spedition-sauels.de 

Bombeck Transport GmbH
D – 46240 Bottrop
Phone: +49 2041 7963-0
Trans-European transport, warehouse area of 
1,500 m². Strength in distribution due to estab-
lishment as a receiving forwarding agency 50 ye-
ars ago. 12 employees, 15 entrepreneur vehicles. 

TTM GmbH Internationale 
Spedition
D - 68535 Edingen-Neckarhausen
Phone: +49 621 49601-0
The name TTM stands for Transport Team Mann-
heim and reflects the team spirit of our freight 
forwarding. 120 employees, 40 own vehicles at 
the sites Mannheim and Halle/Leipzig. In total, 
over 25,000 m2 of warehousing and tranship-
ment space. Complete logistical solutions in com-
bination with national and international truck 
haulage. Daily journeys to GB, Benelux and Eas-
tern Europe. 
www.ttm.de

New members in the CargoFamily

KELBASHA Transport GmbH
D – 86165 Augsburg
Phone: +49 821 27281-0
Based in Augsburg, owner-operated transport 
company. Almost 100 employees and currently 
65 vehicles in operation. 3,500 m² forwarding 
terminal. We serve the entire Bavarian area, parts 
of Baden-Württemberg and parts of neighbou-
ring Austria. We offer our customers tailor-made 
logistics. From transport to customs processing. 
Kelbasha Logistics - ...unlimitedly logical! 
www.kelbasha.de

Niedermaier Spedition GmbH
D – 94405 Landau an der Isar
Phone: +49 9951 9808-0 
Family-owned since 1945. More than 250 em-
ployees and about 100 vehicles guarantee the 
company’s motto: performance from traditi-
on. Ground area of 75,000 m², 7,500 m² latest 
warehouse and transhipment area, 4 different 
temperature ranges. Processes accredited accor-
ding to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008, HACCP, IFS-Logi-
stics, BIO certification in accordance with ÖKOP 
and licensed EG refrigerated warehouse.
www.niedermaier.eu

De Vreese Logistic NV
B – 9790 Petegem
Phone: +32 55 235 125
Founded in 1985 as a receiving forwarding agen-
cy. Today, a logistics partnership with cross-Eu-
rope transport, together with warehousing. The 
5,000 m² warehouse is currently undergoing ex-
pansion.
www.devreese-logistic.be

Max Hoffmann GmbH & Co. KG
D – 68159 Mannheim
Phone: +49 621 15035 30
Medium-sized, family-run company in its 5th ge-
neration. 45 employees, 27 vehicles and 5.000 
m² of warehouse and transhipment space. Active 
in the greater Mannheim area. Continuous ser-
vice from Sunday 8.00 pm to midday Saturday.

TGS Speditions GmbH
D – 80993 München
Phone: +49 89 1472779-0
National and international transport via air and 
sea freight, rail and truck, from a one-stop sour-
ce. Fulfilment and nationwide special trips. 1,000 
m² of warehouse and transhipment space, 7 ve-
hicles. Business in the city centre of Munich. 700 
m²-warehouse for pharmaceutical logistics.
www.tgs-sped.de 

TLS GmbH
D – 83026 Rosenheim
Phone: +49 8031 90814-0
Based in Rosenheim. Activities in the fields of 
sundry traffic and deliveries. Daily departures from 
HUB Fulda. Services relating to transport, hazar-
dous goods transport and special transport. 
www.tlsgmbh.de


